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#SOBA2018
Vuyani Ngalwana SC, chair, General Council of the Bar of South Africa 

This is my last annual report and contribution as Chair of the 
GCB. I have only one regret: that I started the amendment 

process of the GCB Constitution and Rules in February 2017 
and not immediately upon commencement of my incumbency 
in October 2016.

Amendment of the GCB Constitution and Rules is a crucial 
starting point towards true and sustainable Transformation. I 
am a firm believer (from experience) that one can change noth-
ing for the better unless one starts with the Rules of the game.

It is my fervent hope that those who will take over the ba-
ton of Transformation at the GCB will be even more strident 
than our lot has been over these past 21 months. The legitimacy 
of the GCB – and the organised Bar as we know it – depends 
on it.

In last year ’s annual report that I titled “#SOBA2017” I 
sought to draw attention to the existential challenges facing the 
Bar. I highlighted five:

1 Oppressive rules regulating payment of Counsel’s fees.
2 The gate-keeping effect of NBEB proficiency assess-

ments. 
3 The NBEB Symposium.
4 The egregiously skewed Silk system and its effects.
5 Discipline. 

The fees challenge has been addressed to a large extent. Now, 
Rule 7.6 of the GCB Rules reads as follows:

Counsel shall be entitled, as a condition of accepting a brief, to 
require his or her instructing attorney to pay Counsel’s account 
in advance, or at the end of the month in which Counsel’s ac-
count is rendered to the instructing attorney, or within 30 days 
from the end of the month in which Counsel’s account is ren-
dered to the instructing attorney.

The effect of this in normal circumstances should be that each 
constituent Bar must enforce the Rule and assist members 
against attorneys who fail to pay members within the pre-
scribed period, upon the member complaining. 

This Rule came into effect on 15 July 2017. It was adopted 
by the GCB AGM in Port Elizabeth and all constituent Bars 
were informed of this in two GCB Circulars, GCB Circular 90 of 
2017 and GCB Circular 37 of 2018. 

Since the last annual report, I have led a consultative effort 
to effect crucial amendments to the GCB Constitution and the 
GCB Rules of Ethics. I did so in my capacity as GCB Chair. The 
genesis of this effort is documented in detail in GCB Circular 90 
of 2017. Constituent Bars have now had more than 14 months 
to engage with the merits of these amendments. The bigger 
Bars have simply rejected them out of hand, Pretoria even 
threatening legal action.

There seems to be a misconception about the origin of, 
and motivation for, these amendments. The misconception 
persists even though I have explained on numerous occasions 
the origin of these amendments. The misconception is that the 
amendments are the product of AFT, intended to facilitate a 
takeover bid.

This is not correct. I have explained before that these 
amendments were born of a widely consultative process by me 
(as GCB Chair) with juniors across all Bars in February/March 
2017 and another similar process later that year. AFT has simply 
been the conduit in that it discussed the amendments proposed 
by juniors, reduced them to writing, and presented them to the 
GCB AGM with motivation for each amendment. 

Nevertheless, after a year of prevarication, the GCB execu-
tive committee and AFT agreed in March 2018 to refer the mat-
ter of these amendments to mediation by former Chief Justice 
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Sandile Ngcobo who is currently nursing us all through the 
process so that the outcome becomes the product of the Bar not 
only in substance but also in appearance.

Sadly, Pretoria is the only Bar that has expressly decided 
not to participate in this process and still persisting in its court 
challenge.

A more comprehensive report on the progress of the media-
tion process will be given at the GCB AGM that is scheduled for 
14 and 15 July 2018 in Durban.

In July 2017, I wrote 
Perhaps the Bar in its current form is incapable of rising to the 
challenge. Perhaps it is incapable of transforming itself. Perhaps 
the Bar needed an almighty jolt at its core in order to rise to the 
challenge. The next 12 months, beginning at this year ’s GCB 
AGM, to the 2018 AGM, will tell.

We have now reached that inflection point and we shall know by 
15 July 2018. What is certain is that the Bar as we know it is unlike-
ly to remain the same by the end of 2018. A significant number of 
members will have left the GCB fold, perhaps frustrated by what 
they regard as the Bar’s clear aversion to Transformation. 

Of course, this was not unforeseen. It has been brewing since 
(at least by my measure) April 1998. It is to the credit of these 
members that they have persevered for so long in attempting to 
coax the Bar into the 21st Century on matters that should, in nor-
mal circumstances, be cause for unity rather than division.

A special thanks to my colleagues at AFT who trusted me 
with the task of steering the GCB over the past 21 months. I 
wish my successor and his executive committee every success 
in his Transformation endeavours over the next 24 months. To 
borrow one of Winston’s aphorisms (and take liberties in the 
process), “when wit departs, may wisdom prove enough”. A

Vuyani Ngalwana SC
Chair: GCB of SA
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“What is certain is that the 
Bar as we know it is unlikely 
to remain the same by the 
end of 2018. A significant 
number of members will 
have left the GCB fold, 
perhaps frustrated by what 
they regard as the Bar’s clear 
aversion to Transformation.”


